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Abstract. Deep Neural Networks (DNNs) have achieved great success
in many applications, and they are taking over more and more systems
in the real world. As a result, the security of DNN system has attracted
great attention from the community. In typical scenes, the input images
of DNN are collected through the camera. In this paper, we propose a
new type of security threat, which attacks a DNN classifier by perturbing
the optical path of the camera input through a specially designed filter. It
involves many challenges to generate such a filter. First, the filter should
be input-free. Second, the filter should be simple enough for manufactur-
ing. We propose a framework to generate such filters, called ADVFilter.
ADVFilter models the optical path perturbation by thin plate spline,
and optimizes for the minimal distortion of the input images. ADVFil-
ter can generate adversarial pattern for a specific class. This adversarial
pattern is universal for the class, which means that it can mislead the
DNN model on all input images of the class with high probability. We
demonstrate our idea on MNIST dataset, and the results show that AD-
VFilter can achieve up to 90% success rate with only 16 corresponding
points. To the best of our knowledge, this is the first work to propose
such security threat for DNN models.

Keywords: adversarial example · deep neural networks · security threat
· physical attack.

1 Introduction

Deep Neural Networks (DNNs)[1] have achieved tremendous success in many
real world applications. DNN models are taking over the control of more and
more systems, which are traditionally considered to be operated only by humans,
such as automatic pilot system. Therefore, the security [2] of DNN is directly
related to the safety of the physical world, including the safety of human life and
property. The community have conducted extensive research on DNN security
[2].

An important direction of DNN security is adversarial example attack [3],
[4]. A deliberate perturbation on the input data can mislead the DNN model to
incorrect predictions. For computer vision applications, the DNN model usually
⋆ Corresponding author
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uses the camera to obtain the input image. Surprisingly, most cameras are phys-
ically accessible to malicious users, so that it is difficult to detect abnormality
even when installing or refitting a filter on the camera. Traditional security re-
search only focuses on the electronic part of the DNN system, while this paper
points out that the optical part can also trigger adversarial attacks.

Compared with traditional adversarial example attack, adversarial filter should
conquer more difficulties. First, traditional adversarial example usually handles
a specific input image, while adversarial filter is input independent. Clearly, we
cannot preset the input image of the camera, so that adversarial filter should
mislead the DNN model on the whole data distribution of a certain class. Sec-
ond, traditional adversarial example can apply pixel-level modification, while
adversarial filter should be simple enough for manufacturing. Under the view of
adversarial example, it means that adversarial filter has much fewer dimensions
to operate than the pixel-level adversarial example. Consequently, the difficulty
of generating adversarial filter is much higher.

To conquer such difficulties, we propose a novel framework to generate adver-
sarial filters, called ADVFilter. ADVFilter models the optical path perturbation
by thin plate spline (TPS). We use as few corresponding points as possible in
TPS method to control the comlexity of the result, and optimizes for the min-
imal distortion of the input images. For a given DNN model, ADVFilter can
generate adversarial pattern for a specific class. This pattern acts as a virtual
filter to perturb all input images of the DNN model. The adversarial pattern is
universal for the selected class, which means that it can mislead the DNN model
on all input images of the class with high probability. We demonstrate our idea
on MNIST dataset, and the results show that ADVFilter can achieve up to 90%
success rate with only 16 corresponding points. To the best of our knowledge,
this is the first work to propose such security threat for DNN models.

To summarize, we list our contributions as follows:

1. We propose the security threat for DNN model by perturbing the optical
path, and demonstrate that this threat can lead to serious consequences.

2. We propose novel framework to generate adversarial filters, named AD-
VFilter. ADVFilter can generate universal adversarial filters, which attacks a
DNN model in an input-independent way. Moreover, ADVFilter adopts as few
corresponding points as possible to simplify the result.

3. We conduct experiments to verify the idea by MNIST dataset. The re-
sults show that ADVFilter can achieve up to 90% success rate with only 16
corresponding points, which constitutes a space with only 64 dimensions.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. We introduce the related works
in Section 2. We overview the design of ADVFilter in Section 3. Next, we present
the details of ADVFilter in Section 4 and show the experiment results in Section
5. Finally, we conclude this work in Section 6.
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2 Related Work

The research on the security of neural networks has attracted significant ef-
forts[3]–[7], Early work focused on generating adversarial examples in different
ways to explore the border of DNN security. Another research direction is to
attack black-box model in an efficient way. This section mainly discusses the
research closely related to our work.

Some papers [8]–[12] propose to generate universal adversarial examples that
are image-agnostic. The adversarial patterns generated by these methods can be
applied to different images. These patterns can convert a given image into an
adversarial example. These methods only consider the color space of the pixels,
so that they cannot solve the problem of adversarial filters. Compared with these
works, ADVFilter only adopts several corresponding points to generate universal
adversarial pattern. The dimension of optimization space is much smaller than
that of traditional methods, so our problem is correspondingly more difficult.

Some researchers explore image transformation to generate adversarial ex-
amples [13]–[15]. These methods generate adversarial examples by rotations and
translations. They only obtain the adversarial ability on single target image,
which cannot be generalized to our scenario. In contrast, ADVFilter generates a
perturb pattern that can be applied to any image of a certain class. The problem
of ADVFilter is more general and therefore more difficult to solve.

Some studies break the boundary between physics and cyber space, so as to
generate adversarial examples in the physical world. Early attempt simply prints
adversarial examples and fool DNN classifier through camera input [16]. Study
[17] also show that deliberately constructed glasses can mislead face recognition
systems. Besides, printable adversarial patches can control the model prediction
to a predefined target class [18]. Moreover, some studies [19]–[22] explore ro-
bust adversarial examples in a predefined distribution. They show the ability to
fool DNN model under a continuous viewpoints in three dimensional physical
world. Adv t-shirt [23] generates a t-shirt with special designed pattern that can
evade person detectors. This work adopts TPS to model the non-rigid surface of
the t-shirt. Adv t-shirt shows the potential of TPS-based technique to generate
physical adversarial examples. Compared with this study, ADVFilter deals more
general cases that should fit all potential inputs of the target model.

In a word, perturbing optical path is a new type of DNN attack, which cannot
be realized by simply expanding the existing technology.

3 ADVFilter Overview

This section introduces the design of the ADVFilter, and shows the architecture
of the framework.

We show the architecture of ADVFilter in Figure 1. In the figure, the part
surrounded by dotted lines is a standard DNN prediction pipeline. The model
collects images through an input camera, and outputs the prediction results. In
order to facilitate the algorithm description, we only discuss the case of white
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Fig. 1. The archetecture of ADVFilter

box attack in this section. We will discuss how to extend ADVFilter to black
box attack in the following section. In order to evaluate the effect of a malicious
filter on the camera, we design the virtual filter module, which is the core of the
whole system. After adding the virtual filter, all input images of the DNN model
will be universally perturbed by the virtual filter. In the figure, the clean images
are the images of the physical world, and the perturbed images are the images
perturbed by the virtual filter. Under this configuration, the DNN model can
only get the perturbed images as the input.

We model the effect of the adversarial filter by TPS. TPS is a physical anal-
ogy involving the bending of a thin sheet of metal, which is widely used as
the non-rigid transformation model in image alignment and shape matching. It
achieves several advantages to adopt TPS for adversarial filter generation. First,
TPS produces smooth surface, which is consistent with the characteristics of
optical path change. Second, TPS adopts several discrete corresponding points
to control the entire transformation over the whole image, which facilities the
manufacturing of the adversarial filter. Third, TPS has closed form solutions
for both warping and parameter estimation, which can be integrated to current
deep learning frameworks. The mathematical details of the virtual filter module
are discussed in the next section.

In the view of the learning architecture, the goal of generating adversarial
filter is to get an appropriate set of parameters for the virtual filter model, i.e.
the parameters of the TPS transformation. The goal of the optimization is two
folded. On one hand, the result should mislead the target DNN model, so that
the loss function contains the prediction result of the DNN model. On the other
hand, the overall distortion of the image should be as low as possible. We add
several regularization terms to the loss function to limit the deformation of the
images. Finally, the parameters of TPS are optimized by gradient information.
The final loss function of ADVFilter consists of three parts:

Loss = λ1LCrossEntropy + λ2Lradius + λ3Ldistortion (1)
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In the loss function, LCrossEntropy is standard cross entropy loss to control
the output label, expressed as:

LCrossEntropy = −
∑

yi log (pi) (2)

where yi denotes each element of the one-hot vector of target class, and pi denotes
each element of the predicted probability vector of the target model. The cross
entropy of a batch is the mean of each cross entropy loss for each data in the
batch.

Besides, Lradius and Ldistortion are two regularization terms to control the
visibility of the adversarial filter, λ1, λ2 and λ3 are hyper parameters to adjust
the attack ability and distortion. These regularization terms are closely related
to TPS implementation. We leave the detail design of this part to the following
section.

4 ADVFilter Design

In this section, we formally define the problem of generating adversarial filters
and show the mathematical details of ADVFilter design. We also adopt white-
box attack model for clarity and discuss the black-box case in the end of this
section.

We first introduce the formal definition of adversarial examples. Let set X
and set Y denote the possible input and output of the target model, respectively.
Given a particular input x ∈ X and a target class y ∈ Y , we can obtain the
model prediction P (y | x), as well as the gradient ∇xP (y | x). We use a func-
tion M to denote the predict result with maximum probability. For example,
M(x) = y means that label y is the most likely result under input x. Traditional
adversarial example is to find an input x′ within the ε-ball of the initial input x,
i.e. ∥x′ − x∥ < ε that is classified as another class yt, i.e. M (x′) = yt and yt ̸= y.

The definition of adversarial filter is on the whole input set rather than a sin-
gle image. An adversarial filter is defined as a transformation F with parameter
θ on the whole input set X. For any input x ∈ X, the result of the transfor-
mation F (x; θ) is misclassified by the target model, i.e. M(F (x; θ)) = yt and
yt ̸= y. Hence, generating adversarial filter is to find an appropriate transforma-
tion F (x; θ) and optimize parameter θ.

ADVFilter adopts TPS as the transformation function. In two dimensional
case, the TPS fits a mapping function between two corresponding point-sets {pi}
and {p′i} one by one. The result is to minimize the following energy function:

E(F ) =

K∑
i=1

∥p′i − F (pi)∥
2 | (3)

where K is the number of corresponding points. We do not consider the smooth-
ness variant of standard TPS, so that the mapping results accurately coincide
with the target corresponding points. Given the corresponding point-sets {pi}
and {p′i}, the TPS has closed-form solution for the optimal mapping.
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Clearly, the parameter space for standard TPS is θ = {pi; p′i}. To simplify
the expression in deep learning framework, we convert the TPS parameters into
an equivalent form. We preserve the source corresponding point-sets {pi} and
rewrite the target corresponding point-sets {p′i} in a relative form. That is,

p′i = pi + riR (αi) (4)

where ri denotes the distance between the two corresponding points, R(α) =[
cos(α)
sin(α)

]
denotes the relative angle between the two corresponding points. The

parameter space of the problem is θ = {pi, ri, αi}. After the transformation, the
radius regularization term of the loss function is as follow:

Lradius =
(∑

r2i

)1/2

(5)

Moreover, we also set an upper bound value rmax for all radius values and
clip the maximum absolute value of each ri to rmax.

The distortion regularization term is defined as the distance between the
original image and the transformed image as follow:

Ldistortion =
[∑

(xi − F (xi; θ))
2
]1/2

(6)

Note that all TPS transformations share the same parameter θ, which is the
most significant difference between this work and existing researches.

The parameter space of the optimization is θ = {pi, ri, αi}, where pi denotes
the locations of the source corresponding points, ri and αi denote the distance
and relative angles between the corresponding points. We adopt Adam optimizer
with learning rate 0.1 to search the optimal solution.

Fig. 2. Initial distribution of the corresponding points

The initialization of corresponding point {pi} is in grid form. Let n = k2,
k ∈ N denote the total number of corresponding points. We set n to be a
square number for simplicity. Suppose the size of the input image is h×w, then
the distribution of all k2 points is a two-dimensional grid with an interval of
h

k+1×
w

k+1 , as shown in Figure 2. This design ensures that the TPS transformation
can capture the vulnerability of any position of the input image.
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For black-box attack case, ADVFilter can leverage off-the-shelf gradient esti-
mation scheme, such as zero order optimization [7] or natural evolution strategies
[24]. The cost of these algorithms depends heavily on the dimension number of
the entire search space. Note that the search space of TPS is very low. For ex-
ample, if we adopt 16 corresponding points, the dimension of the whole search
space is only 16*4=64, which is far less than the dimensions of pixel color space.
As a result, the overhead of gradient estimation is correspondingly low.

5 Experiments

We conduct several experiments to verify the correctness and the efficiency of
ADVFilter.

5.1 Experiment setup

We conduct all the experiments on a laptop computer with Intel Core i7-8550U
and 16G RAM. The software platform for deep learning is Tensorflow 1.15.4.

The target dataset is the MNIST database, which is a data collection of hand-
written digits. In the process of generating the adversarial pattern, we record
all the local optimal solutions. The criteria include two aspects: the success rate
of the attacking and the average l2 distance between the clean images and the
adversarial images in the tested batch. Based on this vector criterion, we record
all results with lower average l2 distance or higher success rate. To facilitate
comparison, we fix the average l2 distance to a predefined value and compare
the success rate in differate settings.

For all the following tests, the batch size is 100, which means we randomly
sample 100 images from the dataset. In each iteration, we clip the distances
between all corresponding points to 0.05. That is, we set rmax=0.05 to control
the distortion of the adversarial images.

5.2 Correctness test

This section demonstrates how adversarial filter attacks the DNN model. We
conduct an untargeted attack with all images labeled “9” in the dataset. The
number of corresponding points is 9, which are arranged in 3*3 grid initially.

Figure 3 shows the experiment results. The first row of the images are the
clean images, which are the input of the the adversarail filter. The second row of
the images are the adversarial images, which are output of the adversarail filter.
The colored dots are the corresponding points of the TPS conversion. Clearly,
the same color indicates the corresponding relationship of points. After several
iterations, all correspongding points are far away from their initial grid position,
and moves to the sensitive position to change the features of the target images.

Note that all the adversarail images follow the same conversion pattern, which
is the major difference between our work with existing ones. Comparing the
clean images with the adversarail images, we found that most most areas of the
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Fig. 3. The clean images and the adversarial images in MNIST dataset

images had only a small amount of modification, and only the lower right part
is deflected sharply to the right. Through the visual judgment of human eyes,
it is difficult to distinguish between the clean images and adversarail images.
Therefore, we will still label these adversaril images as “9”. In contrast, these
adversarail images are all misclassified by the DNN classifier.

5.3 Comparison with SOTA universal adversarial examples

This section compare our ADVFilter with existing universal adversarial examples
[8]–[11]. We perform the experiment with the same configuration as in Section
5.2. That is, we use the same DNN model, the same dataset, and the same source
image set. Under this configuration, we generate pixel-level universal adversarial
example (PUAE), as shown in Figure 4. The perturbation of all adversarial
examples follows the same pattern. After adding the perturbation, we clip the
color value of each pixel to the legal range.

Fig. 4. The adversarial examples generated by perturbing color space
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It is difficult to make a quantitative comparison between PUAE and ADV-
Filter, because there are inherent difference in the techniqual roadmap. We first
discuss the similarities between PUAE and ADVFilter. First, both PUAE and
ADVFilter generate a universal adversarial pattern, which is independent of spe-
cific input image. Second, they all achieved a relatively high attack success rate,
i.e. 90% in our experiment. Finally, the adversarial examples generated by both
methods are not easily perceptible to humans, while the invisibility are defined
in completely different ways. Next, we discuss the differences between PUAE
and ADVFilter. First of all, the dimension of freedom for manipulating color
space is much larger than that of TPS. As a result, the problem of generating an
adversarial filter is much more difficult. Second, The result of ADVFilter only
change the position distribution of pixels, hence the distribution of the color
space is similar to the clean image. In contrast, PUAE significantly changes the
color distribution of the image. Last, in terms of physical manufacturing, adv-
filter does not need pixel level alignment, thus to accept higher manufacturing
errors. In contrary, PUAE requairs pixel-level alignment accuracy, which is more
challenging.

5.4 The number of corresponding points

This section discusses the impact of the number of corresponding points on the
success rate. We conduct an untargeted attack with all images labeled “9” in
the dataset. We repeat the experiments with different number of corresponding
points and record the success rate under different settings, as shown in Figure
5.

Fig. 5. The success rate under various numbers of corresponding points

In order to evenly distribute all corresponding points in the image, we set the
number of corresponding points to be square number. The test range covers from
three square to ten square, i.e. from 9 to 100. We conclude from the figure that
the success rate will increase approximately monotonically with the increase of
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the number of the corresponding points in the first half. However, there is an
upper limit of this increase trend. After reaching a specific value, i.e. 36 in this
test, the success rate will remains stable.

This experiment shows that universal adversarial examples can be generated
in a very low dimensional subspace. For example, in this experiment, we use only
16 corresponding points to achieve the success rate of about 90%. Even if we
ignore the restriction between the dimensions of the corresponding points, this
means that our estimated dimension is higher than the actual one. The total
dimension of this subspace is only 16*4=64.

6 Conclusion and Future Work

In this paper, we propose a new type of threat for DNN system, which is to
generate adversarial example by perturbing optical path. One possible way to
apply this idea is to add a specially designed filter to the input camera of the
target DNN model. We define the problem of generating such an adversarial fil-
ter, and propose a framework, named ADVFilter. ADVFilter models the optical
path perturbation by thin plate spline, and optimizes for the minimal distor-
tion of the input images. The generated adversarail filter can mislead the DNN
model on all input images of the class with high probability, which shows that
the threat can lead to serious consequences. The future work is to physically
produce a filter and test the attack effect in the physical world.

Acknowledgements We are particularly grateful to Inwan Yoo who imple-
ments TPS in Tensorflow and shares the code on https://github.com/iwyoo/tf_ThinPlateSpline.
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